
‘I
’m not really a composer,’ Mark
Timmings protests. He’s answered
the phone to discover that

Vancouver Chamber Choir Director Jon
Washburn is calling. Washburn responds
to Timmings with, ‘Well, you are now!’ 

Washburn had heard a recording of the
first performance of ‘Narvaez Bay: Tidal
Predictions for 2012’, sung on Saturna in
May that year. He was calling Timmings to
talk about bringing it to a Vancouver
audience. Timmings is a also a fan of
Washburn’s and of the choir renowned for
its extensive repertoire of Canadian
experimental music.

Until recently, Saturna resident
Timmings has been best known for his award-winning book
designs. As an artist, Timmings studies the natural environment
he inhabits on Saturna Island. He gathers data on various things
that fascinate him—weather, tides, frogs—then transforms the
data into unique artistic creations. In the multimedia piece,
‘Narvaez Bay: Tidal Predictions’, Timmings offers a new way to
experience the tides, which he thinks of as ‘a
harmonic landscape in the tradition of
landscape painting.’ 

In a choral performance of ‘Narvaez Bay:
Tidal Predictions’, the rhythmic rise and fall
of ocean levels influenced by the sun and the
moon are embodied in the inhaling and
exhaling breath of human voices. This
creates a cloud of sound—a seamlessly
flowing interface with natural cycles, conjuring a universe in
constant flux.

Beside the choral composition stands its visual score, an
artwork in its own right. The score forms a calendar in which
the daily tide levels predicted to occur over 2012 are transcribed
onto a musical scale. Lunar cycles and the advent of solar
equinoxes and solstices are similarly transfigured. Invoking the
renaissance tradition of Augenmusik (Eye Music), traditional
musical notation is replaced with iconographical elements
representing moon, tide and sun. The three-part score

represents the tension at the heart of tidal dynamics. 
A long-time islander, Timmings deeply appreciates his

cohesive and collaborative community. It was the enthusiasm
and commitment of his musicologist neighbour, Stephen
Morris, that enabled Timmings to take his concept from
gestation to presentation. In 2011, Timmings had asked Morris

to help set his tidal data to music. Intrigued, Morris
signed on. When the score was completed,
Timmings went to the Saturna Singers choir
director, Sharon Schermbrucker. Would she and
her choir be willing to perform the piece, he asked.
After hundreds of hours of practice, the Saturna
Singers premiered this demanding work to a
home-island audience. 

Now, two years later on July 18 and 19,
‘Narvaez Bay: Tidal Predictions’ will make its city debut in
Vancouver, on land and water. After a performance at Ryerson
United Church, the next day it will be performed on ‘Deadhead’,
the floating sculptural installation offshore at the Vancouver
Marine Museum. Moving off-island to mainstream and national
media exposure, ‘Narvaez Bay: Tidal Predictions’ seems bound
to tour further, as Timmings’ unique landscape expressions
continue to elicit curators’ curiosity. 

Meanwhile Timmings is already planning his next ‘musical’
work based on frog song. 0
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Composer inspired by Salish Sea - Juliet Kershaw

SATURNA SINGERS REHEARSE: TIDAL PREDICTIONS




